
SIMPLE FAMILIES OF LINES

ANDREW SOBCZYK

1* Introduction. Planar families of lines are studied by P. C.
Hammer and the author in [2], and families of lines in the plane and
in ordinary space by the author in [6]. Families of lines in vector
spaces E3 and En are mentioned in connection with convex bodies in [1],
The present paper gives a classification of simple types of families in
(n-hl) dimensional real vector space i? w + 1 . Theorems are obtained on
relations between the type of the family F, and the properties which
F may possess, of containing exactly one line in every direction, and
of simply or multiply covering the points of JE7n+1.

2. Notation, and definitions. With respect to an n dimensional
vector subspace En of (n-hl) dimensional real vector space 2£Λ+1 a line
L in En+i will be called horizontal if it is parallel to En. Any family
F of non-horizontal lines in En+1, for which there is a hyperplane H
parallel to En such that each point of H is covered exactly once by F,
determines a single valued function y=f(x) on H to any parallel hyper-
plane K: x, y are the points in which the line L of F which covers x
intersects H, K. Corresponding to any basis in En, and choice of origins
in H, K, the function f(x) will be represented by real valued functions
Vi—ftixif ••*> Xn)t i = l , •••, n. (For definiteness, let j£Λ+1 be Euclidean,
and choose the origins in H, K to be their points of intersection with
the line through the common origin of En+lf En, which is orthogonal to

En.)
A family F will be said to be composed of two lower dimensional

associated families, Fp and Fn~p, if there is a choice of basis such that
the n real functions have the form yi=^fi{%ι, •••, xp), i=l, •• , p; y5~
fj(Xp+i, ••*, x*)t j—P+1, •••; n* (The dimension of an associated family
of course is one greater than the subscript; thus for example a three
dimensional family may be composed of two associated two dimensional
families.)

A family F is primary if it contains exactly one line in every non-
horizontal direction, representative if it contains exactly one line in every
direction. We say that a family F of lines is simple if every point of
En*! is covered exactly once by the family; outwardly simple if every
point exterior to some sphere Sn has the same property in relation to
the family. If the distances from the origin of the lines of an outwardly
simple family are bounded, then for a sufficiently large sphere Sn, if
P, g(P) are the points in which the line L of F covering P pierces Sn,
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the transformation g is an involutory mapping of Sn into itself which
has no fixed point. By the theorem proved in [4], if g is continuous,
such an outwardly simple family covers the interior of Sn and therefore
covers all of En+1. Note the difference in the present usage of the
term outwardly simple, and the usage in [2], [1] (where in order that
F be called outwardly simple the additional requirements are made that
F is representative, and that the corresponding involutory transformation
g of Sn into itself is continuous and has no fixed point.)

3. Stacks and sheafs In case the lines of F are all contained in
the p-skeaf of all p-flats in En+1 parallel to a fixed p dimensional vector
subspace Ep, F will be called a p-stack, l^p^n. If p = l , the 1-stack
or 1-sheaf F is a simple sheaf of parallel lines in £ w + 1 . A p-stack F
may be such that lines of the sub-family, for each of the parallel p-
flats Rp, are contained in (p — l)-flats of a (p — l)-sheaf in Rp; such a
family may be called a p, (p~l)-stack. A family F is a p, (p — 1), •••,
q-stack if it divides successively into sub-families contained in parallel
p-, (p —1)-, •••, q-, sheafs, where not all of the sub-families in the flats
of lowest dimension q are stacks. Evidently a g-stack is a p, , q-
stack for all p in q<Cp<ίn. A &-stack, for any k<Ln, cannot be a
primary family, since the directions of its lines are confined to the direc-
tions contained in a k dimensional subspace Efc.

A family F o f non-horizontal lines is an n9 •••, (n — p)-stack if, with
respect to some basis in En, the last (p-f-1) equations for the family
are of the form

This follows since v^x^c*, ck constant, is the equation of a &-sheaf
in a (&-h l)-flat, fc=l, •• ,τι .

4. Linear transformation corresponding to a pencil. Choose a basis
in En+i so that the equations of H, K are respectively xn+1=a, yn+ι=b.
Then points in H may be denoted by (x a), in K by (y b), and any
point in En+ι by (2 zn+1), where x, y, z are in En.

We determine the transformation y=f(x) which corresponds to the
pencil of lines through a point (w;wn+1), w in En, of En+ι. Any non-
horizontal line of the pencil has equations

where (m1? •••, mw+1) is a non-horizontal (mn+17^0) unit vector of E
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(Let it be understood that if mk = 0, l<zk<Ln, the presence of the ratio
fe — w»)/0, in this form of the equations for the line, means that zk=wk

is one of the equations.) The coordinates of the points of intersection
x, y of this line with H, K therefore satisfy the equations

mx mn mn+ι

or

i==l, •••, n.

Thus the transformation corresponding to the pencil, in vector or matrix
form, is

7

(4.1) (y — W)= cl(x — W), C = - - - — ^ i - ,

where / is the identity matrix. Solving for wn+1 in terms of c, we ob-
tain

cd — b b — (X

n+1 ~~~~Ϊ T~ϊ" '
V J. V A.

5 Affine families* Equation (4.1) for a pencil suggests consider-
ation of the families corresponding to any linear transformation (y—w)
= T(x—w), or to any affine transformation y=Tx + u, where T may be
regarded as the matrix of the transformation, w, u, y, x as column mat-
rices of the coordinates of the corresponding points or vectors in En.
Let the family corresponding to y=Tx + u be called an affine family. It
is shown below that, in case T is singular, hyperplane K may be re-
placed by a parallel hyperplane such that the matrix T for the family
Ff referred to H and the new hyperplane, is non-singular. In our con-
sideration of affine families, let it be assumed, if necessary, that such
a new choice for K always is made.

Let M be a hyperplane parallel to H> K. Then for any non-horizon-
tal line, if x, y, z are its points of intersection with H. K, M, we have

z-y=d(y-x),

or
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for some real d uniquely determined by the position of M. Referred
to H, M instead of to H> K, the family of lines is represented by mat-
rix [(l + d)T~dI] instead of by matrix Γ. The eigenvalues of [(l-fcZ)T
— dl] are all of the form λ — dj{l+d), where λ is an eigenvalue of T.
Since T has only a finite number of different eigenvalues, d may be
chosen so that the eigenvalues of [(l-f-d)T—dl] are all different from
zero. That is, in case T is singular, d may be chosen so that the new
matrix [(1-f d)T—dl] is non-singular.

In the equation (4.1) for a pencil of lines, the multiplier c is never
1, since aφb. If c=0, the center of the pencil is in K; c=oo corres-
ponds to the center being in H. Thus the eigenvalues of matrix cl are
all real, equal to c, and different from 1.

If one or several eigenvalues of T are equal to 1, by suitable choice

of basis, T may be put in the form ί Q y), where the eigenvalues of

sub-matrix U are all different from 1, and V is superdiagonal with all
diagonal elements equal to 1. (See [5].) Thus the corresponding family
is composed of two associated families, one corresponding to a transfor-
mation U which has eigenvalues different from 1, the other being an
s, •••, 1-stack, where s, the multiplicity of the eigenvalue 1 of T, is
the dimension of V. The family F, by the last paragraph of § 3,
accordingly is an n, , (n — s-fl)-stack, and is not representative or
primary. Consideration of stacks reduces to consideration of lower
dimensional families which are not stacks. For affine families which
are not stacks, the eigenvalues of T are different from 1.

To put the equation for an affine family in the form (y—w) = T(x—w),
we must have u= — Tw + w, or (T—I)w=—u. This is possible with w
=0 if ^=0, or for any u if \T—I\^0. In the latter case, 1 is not an
eigenvalue of T, and a unique solution for w exists for any u. This
means that for any affine family, not a stack, the vertical line x=y=w
= — (T—iyιu is a central line of symmetry of the family, as in the
case of a pencil.

In case of an affine family, not a stack, the eigenvalues of T are
all different from zero and from one. If T further is such that its
eigenvalues are all real, and corresponding eigenvectors span En9 then
if the eigenvectors are chosen as the basis, T has diagonal form, and
evidently the corresponding family of lines is composed of associated
lower dimensional pencils with centers on x=y=w, there being one as-
sociated pencil for each distinct eigenvalue tj9 and the heights of the
centers are given by wn+ίj^iatj — fyfttj — l). The dimension of the space
of each associated pencil is one greater than the multiplicity of the cor-
responding eigenvalue t3. Such a family will be called a quasi-pencil,
with centers {(w; wn+1>j)},
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For example, in Es the family F given by the equations

i = l , 2,

is a quasi-pencil, and may be described as the set of all lines of inter-
section of planes of the pencil of planes Vι=t1x1 with planes of the pencil
y2=t2x2. The lines z1=09 £3=α-f(&—α)/(l — ίx); 22=0, 23=α-f (6 — α)/(l —t2),
are infinitely covered by F; all other points in the planes 2 3=α + (6 —α)
/(I —ίx), z3=α-f(&—α)/(l — £2), are not covered by F. Every other point
of E3 is covered exactly once by F. In order to make the quasi-pencil
Έ cover all of space, it may be extended by addition of the horizontal
1-sheafs of lines of intersection of the pencils of planes with the hori-
zontal planes z3=a + (b — α)/(l — ίx), z%=aJ

r(b —α)/(l —ί2), but because of the
infinite covering of the two skew horizontal lines, even the extended
quasi-pencil is not outwardly simple.

In case T has a single real eigenvalue tl9 ΦO, φl, let the basis be
chosen so that T assumes superdiagonal form. If it is impossible to
choose the basis so that all elements above the diagonal vanish, let the
corresponding family F be called a skew pencil. It may easily be shown
that a skew pencil simply covers all points of En+1 except points in the
hyperplane wn+1=(atι — b)l(t1 — l)9 and that in this hyperplane, all points
outside the {n — 1) dimensional flat R of points (w; wn+ι) where w w =0,
cannot be covered. If ί12, tm •••, tn-i,n are all different from zero, then
the (n — 1) dimensional flat R is covered by all lines of F through points
(xlf x29 , xn; a) in H, where χ.21 , xn are uniquely determined by wl9

• ••, Wn-i9 but ar, is arbitrary; therefore in this case R is infinitely cover-
ed by F. Otherwise a smaller dimensional flat in the hyperplane wn+τ

==(αί1 — 6)/(ί1-~l) is infinitely covered, and the rest of the hyperplane is
not covered, by F.

For example, in E3 the family F given by the equations y1=t1Xι
+ tnx2, 2/2==te, tχφθ, φl, t12φθ, is a skew pencil. The lines of F for
fixed x2 are the lines of the pencil (yι—w1)=t1(x1~wJ), where wι=tnx2l
(1 — ίj), which are in the plane y.2=t1x2. The coordinates of the center
of the planar pencil, for each x2, are (w19 0; w3), where w^^{txa — 6)/(ίt — 1).
Thus F may be described as a union of planar pencils, one in each plane
of a pencil of planes through the line £ 2=0, z3=w39 the centers of the
planar pencils being located on this line at z1=tvι=t12x,l(l — t1). Accord-
ingly the centers move out unboundedly as χ.2 increases or decreases in-
definitely. This skew pencil F simply covers all points of E39 except
that points of the line of centers in the plane z-s=w3 are infinitely cover-
ed, and all other points of the plane are not covered, by F.

As shown in [5], in any case when the eigenvalues of T are all
real, by a suitable choice of basis, T may be put in a diagonal block
form, with blocks DX1 •••,/?,- on the diagonal, the dimension of each
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block Dj being equal to the multiplicity pβ of the corresponding real
eigenvalue t5 D3 is in superdiagonal form with t/s on the diagonal.
More specifically, Dj may decompose into a diagonal block tjί of dimen-
sion Sj<^(pj--1), and a block Ό) which has only one eigenvector and
cannot be made diagonal. The corresponding family F to such a Γ is
composed of associated pencils and skew-pencils, one for each block tj.,
Ό). In case at least one D3 cannot be made diagonal, F will be called
a skew quasi-pencil.

5.1 THEOREM. A quasi-pencil or skeiυ quasi-pencil F is primary,
and simply covers all of En+ι except the set of horizontal hyperplanes
{Zn+ι=(atj- 6)/(ίj —1)}, where tjy j=l, •••, Λ are the distinct real eigen-
values of T.

Proof. If F is to contain a line in the direction of a non-horizontal
unit vector (λu •••, /U+1), then there must exist x, y such that (y—x) =
(T—I)x=k(λl9 •••, λn), where kλn+1=(b—a). Since F is not a stack, we

have that 1 is not an eigenvalue, \T—J|#0, and there exists a unique
solution for x. Since y=Tx + u is single valued for each point (x a) in
the hyperplane H, H is simply covered. Any other point (z zn+ι) in En+

will be covered if there exists an x such that

(z~-x)=k(y—x), (zn+ι — a)=k(b — a).

For this we must have

A unique solution for (x—w) exists if {k — l)jk is not an eigenvalue of
T. We have

k {zn+λ — a)l{b—a) zn+ι —

Comparing with (4.1), we see that a unique solution for x exists for all
points (z zn+ι) not in the horizontal hyperplanes containing the centers
of the associated pencils and skew pencils.

6. Complex eigenvalues. In any odd dimensional space En+1, for
an affine family F such that the eigenvalues of T are all complex, we
have the following theorem.

6.1 THEOREM. Any affine family F, in (n + 1) dimensional space
En+1, n even, such that the transformation T has no real eigenvalue, is
primary and simple. That is, F contains no horizontal line, contains
exactly one line in every non-horizontal direction, no pair of lines of F
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intersect, and each point of En+ι is covered by exactly one line of F.

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 5.1, under the present hypotheses,
the determinant \kT—(k — ΐ)I\ vanishes for no k^O, so there is a uni-
que line which covers each point (z;zn+i) not in H. Each point (x a)
in H also is uniquely covered since y=T(x—w)-\-w is single valued. As
in the proof of Theorem 5.1, since the determinant \T—I\ is not zero,
we conclude that there is exactly one line of F in every non-horizontal
direction.

In any even dimensional space En+i, for an affine family F, not a
stack, such that T has only one real eigenvalue, we have the following
theorem.

6.2 THEOREM. Any affine family F, not a stack, in (n-f 1) dimen-
sional space En+ι, n odd, such that the transformation T has only one
real eigenvalue tu is primary, and simply covers all of En+ι except the
hyperplane

An (n — ΐ) dimensional flat R in the hyperplane zn+1==wn+1 is infinitely
covered, and the rest of the hyperplane is not covered, by F. The family
F is composed of an associated planar pencil, and of an associated simple
family as in Theorem 6.1, of dimension n.

Proof. Since F is not a stack, | T — / | # 0 , and as in the proof of
Theorem 5.1, we conclude that F is primary. For any point (z;zn+1)
with zn+1^wn+1, so that &^1/(1 —£0, the determinant \hT—(k—ΐ)I\ does
not vanish, so there is a unique line of F which covers (z;zn+1). Let
an eigenvector τλ corresponding to tx be chosen as the first vector of a
basis. Then as shown in [5], the remaining basis vectors may be chosen

so that T assumes the form ( ι ), where V has only complex eigen-

values. For &=1/(1 — ί,), the matrix [kT—(k~l)I] has all zeros in it
first column and first row. Accordingly \kT— (k — l)I](x—w)=^(z~-w) has
a solution only for vectors (z—w) with zL=wι; for such vectors the so-
lution for (x2—w^, , (xn — wn) is unique, but (xι—wι) is arbitrary. Thus
for each point x on the line — oo < ^ x < oo, #3=m>, , xn=wn in H, there
is a line of F through x which covers the point (wlf z%, •••, zn; wn+τ) of
the hyperplane zn+ι=wn+i- Therefore the {n — 1) dimensional flat R de-
fined by zι==w1 in the hyperplane is infinitely covered, and the rest of
the hyperplane is not covered at all, by F.

It has been seen that the equation for any affine family, not a stack,
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can be put in the form (y—w) = T(z—w). The origin in En+1 may be
translated by a vector (w; 0). With respect to the new origin, the family
has equation y=Tx. Thus the most general affine family, y=Tx-hu,
which is not a stack, may be obtained simply by translation of the family
having equation y=Tx. Accordingly in the remainder of this section
and in the next, we take the equation for F in the homogeneous form
y=Tx.

In case T has several real eigenvalues different than 1, and at least
one pair of conjugate complex eigenvalues, then the basis may be chosen
so that T has block diagonal form, with a block Di on the diagonal for
each real eigenvalue ί ^ O , and a block Q3 for each pair of conjugate
complex eigenvalues (xJ±iyj). (See [5].) The real blocks DL have al-
ready been described in § 5. Each complex block Q3 is of dimension
2sj9 where sά is the multiplicity of (zj±iyj)9 and has s1 two dimensional

blocks ( X} yΛ on its diagonal, elements of Q, below the diagonal
\-y3 x/

being zeros. The family F corresponding to T therefore is composed of
associated pencils, skew pencils, and simple families as in Theorem 6.1.

In summary, the family F corresponding to a matrix T is a pencil
if and only if the eigenvalues of T are all real and equal; if T has no
real eigenvalue, F is primary and simple; in any other case F i s primary,
and simply covers all of En+1 except points in the set of hyperplanes

{Zn+i = W n + i . j = = ( < l t j - - b ) l ( t J - - l ) } , j==l, •••, p ,

where tlf •••, tp are the distinct real eigenvalues of T. If the associat-
ed family of dimension (pj + 1), where p5 is the multiplicity of tf, in-
finitely covers a flat of dimension (p3—l — q^, then in the hyperplane
zn+ι=wn+ιJ, a flat of dimension (n — 1 — q5) is infinitely covered by F; the
remainder of each hyperplane is not covered by F.

7 Composition of general associated families* Any family F in
En+1 which is the composite of associated general families (families not
necessarily corresponding to a linear transformation T), Fp and Fn-P, in
Ep+1 and En-p+ly is primary if Fp is primary in Ep+1 and Fn-P is primary
in En-P+1. For by hypothesis there exists a unique (a?,, •••,#,) such
that (yi—xi)=ϊcλi, i = l , •••, p, and a unique (xp+Ί, •••,«?„) such that
(yj—xj)==kλj, j=p + l, ---,n, where kλn+ι=(b — a), for any non-horizontal
direction (λu •••, λn+1). If further both Fp and Fn-P are covering and
simple (like the family of Theorem 6.1), then the composite family F
is covering and simple. For by hypothesis there exists a unique

(xly , Xp)

such that
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and a unique

such that

where

for any point (z; zn+ι) of En+Ϊ.

If however some point (zu •••, zp; zn+1) of £'J,+ι is multiply covered
by iΓp, and if i7^-^ is covering, then since Fn~p covers all points (zp+19

• , zn; zn+1) where zp+1, , zn are arbitary, the composite family F mul-
tiply covers all points (zί9 zp, zp+1, , zn; zn+λ) of an (n — p) dimensional
flat. If Fp does not cover some point (zlf , zp; zn+1), then similarly
there is an (n — p) dimensional flat in En+ι which is not covered by F.
Therefore no family F other than a pencil, which is composed of asso-
ciated families which are not simple, can be outwardly simple; any out-
wardly simple family which is composite must be either a pencil or
simple. (For completion of the justification of this statement, see the
following paragraph.)

Given two representative, outwardly simple families F.p, Fn-P, we
may compose the primary sub-families (of all non-horizontal lines of Fp,
Fn-.p), to obtain a family F which does not cover (n — p) flats consisting
of all points of the form (zu zp, zp+u zn;zn+1), (zp+ι, •••, zn) arbi-
trary, where (zlf * , zp; zn+^) is a point of Ep+ι which is covered only by an
omitted horizontal line of Fp, and p flats consisting of all points of the
form (zu zpy zp+1, zn; zn+1), (zlf , zp) arbitrary, where (zp+1,

zn zn+ι) is a point of En-P+1 which is covered only by an omitted horizontal
line of Fn-P. In case there is a one-to-one correspondence of uncovered
(n — p) flats and uncovered p flats, such that each corresponding pair of
flats have the same values of zn+ι, then each such pair of corresponding
flats together span a hyperplane in En+ι. If ^-dimensional covering line
families are added in each of the hyperplanes, then the extended family
F covers all of En+1. If the number of such hyperplanes is finite or
denumerable, it may be possible to choose such covering horizontal
families in the hyperplanes that the covering extended family F is re-
presentative. (See [6].) The extended family F can be outwardly simple,
however, only in case there is just one hyperplane and the associated
families FP1 Fn~p are pencils with common wn+ι, in which case F neces-
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sarily is a pencil.

8, Generalization to Banach spaces. Some of the results of the
preceding sections may be carried over to Banach spaces. If f(x) is
any non-vanishing bounded linear functional on a Banach space B, then

H=[xeB\f(x)=ά] and K=\yeB\f(y)=b]

are hyperplanes which are parallel to the closed linear subspace Z?=
[xe B\f(x)=0]. The space B may be the Cartesian product of any
Banach space E and the real number line; for such a product a bound-
ed linear functional / always exists having E for its null subspace.

There is an a in B such that f(a)= | | α | | = l . If P is any point of
S, we have P = / ( P ) α + [ P - / ( P ) α]; [ P - / ( P ) α] is in the null sub-
space E of / . If also P=zf a + z, with z in E, we have f(F)=zf, 0 = P
— f(P) oc—z, or z=P— f(P) a. Thus with respect to any fixed "verti-
cal " vector a, any point P in B has unique coordinates (z zf). A direc-
tion (v Vf) is "horizontal" if f(v;vf)=vf=0.

As in the finite dimensional case, the equation for any pencil of
lines in B is (y — w)=cl(x—w), where / is the identity transformation
in E and cφ\. To show this, let the origin of B be translated from
(0; 0) to (w; 0). Then the translated family of lines has equation y=clx.
Define

b — a
Wf=a —

Points z on the line through (x; a) and (y; 6), where y=clx, are given
by e(x; a) + (1 — e)(y; b). There is a unique e such that ea + (l — e)b=wf,
namely

α — b

and

ex-h (1 —e)2/=[e + (l — e)c]x=0x=0 .

Therefore all lines of the family pass through the point (0 wf). Con-
versely for any non-horizontal direction (v vf), there exist a unique x
and y=cx in E such that

(y—x)=(c—l)x=kv, (b — a)=kvf

thus the family contains one line through (0 wf) in every non-horizontal
direction, and is made into a pencil, with center (0 wf), by addition of
all horizontal lines through (0 wf).
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If the aίϊine family y=Tx + u, where T is a not necessarly bounded
linear transformation, is not a stack, then 1 must belong either to the
resolvent set, or to the continuous or residual spectrum of T. (See [3,
p. 31].) In case u is in the domain of (T-I)-\ the corresponding
family may be translated so that the equation becomes y=Tx. Re-
placement of reference hyperplane

K=[(z;zf)eB\zf=b]

by

does not change the family of lines, but induces replacement of T by
T"=(l4 h)T—hI. Thus an eigenvalue λr of T corresponds to an eigen-
value

h + l

of T; in particular if 0 is an eigenvalue of T, it may be replaced by
any desired value X except 1 by taking h=—λ\ The choice h= — l is
impossible since K then would coincide with H; an eigenvalue 1 of T
is preserved under this transformation.

The affine family y=Tx, where T is a not necessarily bounded line-
ar transformation, if not a stack, will contain exactly one line in every
non-horizontal direction (v vf) where v is in the domain of (T—I)~ι.
This follows since the system (y—z)=^(T—I)x=kv, where kvf=(b — a),
then has a unique solution for x. If U is a bounded, one-to-one linear
transformation on all of E to all of E, then by a theorem of Banach,
U is an isomorphism, so the affine family F corresponding to T=U+I
is primary; more generally F is primary for any bounded or unbounded
U which is linear and one-to-one on E to all of E. If the domain D of
Z7 is not all of E, then T=U+I also will be defined only on D, so that
F is primary but covers only the proper subset (D a) of hyperplane H.

The affine family will simply cover a point (z zf) in B if the system
(z—x)=k(y~x)y or z=^[kT+(l — k)I]x, where k(b — a)=(zf — a), has a uni-
que solution for x. This will be the case for all (z; zf) in every hyperplane
z=zf such that {l — k)jk=^ — {b~-zf)j(a~zf) is not in the point spectrum
of Γ, and such that z is in the domain of \JCTΛ-{1 — k)Γ\~ι.
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